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The virtual seismometer method:
Its theory, history, and promise

Jens-Erik Lund Snee

Abstract—The virtual seismometer method (VSM), also
called inter-source seismic interferometry, is a technique
for finding the Green function between nearby earthquakes
by estimating the response that would be detected at one
earthquake location if it were a seismometer observing the
others. This promising new type of seismic interferometry
has found diverse applications in the past several years,
although applications are surprisingly few considering the
power of the technique. In this paper, I summarize the
history of seismic interferometry and also the specific case
of VSM. I provide the theoretical basis for both of these
techniques, as well as several recent applications, most
notably for continued methods development in the field of
seismic interferometry. This report is intended to highlight
ways that VSM can advance active research in the geo-
sciences. Most notably, VSM has potential to dramatically
improve studies of the path and source properties in areas
experiencing microseismicity (including for geothermal
and unconventional oil and gas production applications),
and also in remote areas that have historically received
less attention and instrumentation, such as under oceans.

I. INTRODUCTION: VIRTUAL SEISMOMETERS

THE virtual seismometer method (VSM) is a tech-
nique that treats an energy source (an earthquake)

as a receiver. Put differently, it is a means to find
the signal that would be detected at one earthquake
location if it were a seismometer recording the signal of
another earthquake. This technique is one form of seismic
interferometry (Schuster, 2001), in which, historically, the
Green function (defined below) between seismometers has
been found by crosscorrelating noise or earthquake coda
waves (the late parts of seismic waves) between pairs
of sensors (Figure 1). Using the principles of traditional
seismic interferometry, Curtis et al. (2009) proposed a
technique for estimating the Green function between two
nearby earthquakes, treating one of these events as a
“virtual seismometer.” This technique, which is something
of the converse of conventional seismic interferometry,

involves crosscorrelating the coda waves between pairs
of earthquakes recorded at a single station, repeating this
process for multiple stations, and then stacking the results
to find the Green function between each earthquake pair.
This procedure can be repeated for any number of nearby
earthquakes to estimate the path parameters between them,
hence potentially populating the subsurface in an area
with this information, even if seismometers are sparse.

In this document, I present the history and theoretical
background of this promising new technique, and then I
discuss its potential uses to advance topics of active
research. Because VSM is an outgrowth of seismic
interferometry, which is itself a major topic of interest
in the geosciences, I first provide some general technical
background before detailing the theoretical underpinnings
and historical development of seismic interferometry,
leading up to the formal introduction of VSM by Curtis
et al. (2009). I then summarize the theoretical basis for the
technique given by these authors, followed by a discussion
of ways that it has recently been applied to academic
and industry research. I conclude by offering my views
regarding the most promising potential applications of
VSM for answering geoscience questions.

II. BACKGROUND

A. The Green function

For background, the Green function is defined as
the response at a receiver due to a unit point
displacement at a source. Put more simply, the Green
function is the impulse response of a point source detected
at a receiver location. As described in the course notes
and, for example, by Kwiatek et al. (2016), the Green
function tensor, G, relates particle displacement, u(x, t),
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Fig. 1: Schematic diagrams from Curtis et al. (2009) depicting source–
receiver geometries for seismic interferometry. Red stars are sources
or virtual sources; blue triangles are receivers or virtual receivers.
(a). Classic seismic interferometry in which the Green function is
calculated between two receivers using the crosscorrelated coda from
multiple earthquakes (see Campillo and Paul, 2003). (b). The newer
method of constructing “virtual seismometers” (VSM) to estimate
the Green functions between energy sources, introduced by Curtis
et al. (2009). (c). Unfortunately, virtual seismometers can only be
constructed at sources located approximately along the line connecting
the virtual receivers x1 and x2, represented by the grey zones.

to the radiated energy in the form of the moment tensor,
M, through

u(x, t) = M ∗G, (1)

where ∗ denotes convolution in the time domain
(Madariaga, 2007). Before obtaining the expression for
G, we can solve the elastodynamic wave equation to find
the full (rather complicated) expression for the seismic
radiation from a point source:

u(R, t) =
1

4πρ

[
f · ∇∇

(
1

R

)]∫ min(t,R/β)

R/α
τs(t− τ)dτ

+
1

4πρa2
1

R
(f · ∇R)∇Rs (t−R/α)

+
1

4πρβ2
1

R
[f − (f · ∇R)∇R] s (t−R/β) ,

(2)

where R = ‖x−x0‖ is the distance from the earthquake
source, x0, to the receiver, x, t is time, f(x, t) =

fs(t)δ (x− x0) is force density, s(t) is the source time
function, α =

√
(λ+ 2µ) /ρ is the P -wave velocity,

β =
√
µ/ρ is the S-wave velocity, λ is the Lamé constant,

µ is the shear modulus, and ρ is density (Madariaga,
2007). The latter two terms describe the response in the
far-field, and the first term describes the response in the
near-field. An infinite, isotropic, linear elastic medium is
assumed at present.

Now that we have an expression for seismic radiation

from a point source, we follow the procedure described
by Madariaga (2007) to find the Green tensor, G, for
elastic waves under these conditions using the simple
relationship

u(x, t) = G (x, t|x0, 0) · f ∗ s(t). (3)

In index notation,

Gij (x, t|x0, 0) =
1

4πρ

(
1

R

)
,ij

× t [H (t−R/α)−H (t−R/β)]

+
1

4πρα2

1

R
(R,iR,j) δ (t−R/α)

+
1

4πρβ2

1

R
(δij −R,iR,j) δ (t−R/β) ,

(4)

where δij is the Kronecker delta and δ(t) is the Dirac
delta.

B. The moment tensor

The moment tensor, M, describes the geometry and
magnitudes of forces applied at the source. M is sym-
metrical and of the form

M =

Mxx Mxy Mxz

Myx Myy Myz

Mzx Mzx Mzz

 , (5)

where each component refers to a single force couple,
with each a pair of equal and opposite forces acting
in the i direction and separated in the j direction (see
Madariaga, 2007, and Curtis et al., 2009). Inserting the
definitions for G and M into Equation 1, we have

uk(x, t) =
∑
ij

Gki,k (x, t|x0, t) ∗Mij(t). (6)

III. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT AND BASIC

PROCEDURE

The rapidly advancing field of seismic interferometry
(Schuster, 2001) provides the basis for VSM described
here. Defined broadly, interferometry is the use of
wave interference to obtain useful signal information.
Seismic interferometry more specifically takes advantage
of constructive or destructive interference of seismic
waves that are multiply scattered by the heterogeneous
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subsurface during their propagation (Snieder, 2004).
Seismic interferometry typically involves the use of cross-
correlation (or, in some cases, convolution) of seismic
responses observed at different receivers to determine
the Green function and other characteristics between
receivers (Wapenaar et al., 2010). Most commonly, this
technique is applied to data contained within the seismic
coda or to the ambient seismic field (ASF or “ambient
noise”). The coda wave contains complicated energy
produced by energy scattering as waves pass through an
inhomogeneous medium (Aki, 1969; Aki and Chouet,
1975; Sato, 1977; Aki, 1980). The multiply scattered
wave energy contained in the coda cannot be understood
using classical seismological theory, which describes the
ballistic (direct and nonscattered, as opposed to diffuse
seismic energy) portion of seismic waveforms, but the
use of crosscorrelation and similar techniques on pairs
of seismic traces has enabled seismologists to extract the
path and source parameters between points out of this
complicated signal.

A. Early advancements

The first application of interferometry to seismology
is sometimes traced to a paper by Claerbout (1968)
that proposed that, for a seismogram observed on the
surface of the Earth that resulted from an impulsive
source, autocorrelating—crosscorrelating the signal with
itself—will produce the same result regardless of whether
the pulse was generated somewhere else on the surface
of the Earth or somewhere beneath the receiver, in the
infinite half-space below a layered medium. Rickett and
Claerbout (1999) proved this suggestion for the case of
the real Earth and further proposed that crosscorrelating
seismic noise observed at two different receivers located
within a heterogenous three-dimensional material will
produce the same signal that would be observed at either
receiver if it were a seismometer observing an impulse
response produced at the location of the other receiver.

Nevertheless, modern seismic interferometry was not
actually born until much later papers by Schuster (2001),
Lobkis and Weaver (2001), Campillo and Paul (2003),
Derode et al. (2003), Wapenaar (2004), and others.
In addition, Claerbout’s workflow drew mostly upon

techniques and principles that were already established.
For example, it has been known since the 19th Century
(Rayleigh, 1896) that acoustic waves exhibit reciprocity,
meaning that the waves detected at one location due
to a source at a second location would be the same if
source and detector were interchanged. Seismic inter-
ferometry applies techniques such as crosscorrelation
to take advantage of this principle. In addition, it has
been recognized since the beginning of the 20th Century
(Omori, 1905) that earthquakes originating from the same
area often produce similar seismograms. This observation
requires strong similarities in source characteristics and/or
path properties to a given receiver, which has profound
implications for understanding the earthquake source and
wave propagation in the subsurface.

Only in recent decades have sufficient theoretical
understanding and computational power been available to
rigorously exploit Omori’s observation for interrogating
subsurface structure and source characteristics. Beginning
in the 1950s, major advancements were made that led
to the development of seismic interferometry. The most
notable foundational discoveries were made by Keiiti Aki,
Professor of seismology at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, and his coauthors. Seismic interferometry
developed partly out of Aki’s (1957) technique of spatial
autocorrelation (SPAC), which is the crosscorrelation of a
particular signal with itself in the spatial domain. In this
case, an earthquake trace is correlated with a trace for
the same earthquake collected at another location. Spatial
autocorrelation for use characterizing the structure of a
medium and the nature of wave propagation within it
was introduced to seismology by Aki (1957). Aki defined
the SPAC function, φ(ξ, t), as

φ(ξ, t) = u(x, t)u(x+ ξ, t), (7)

where u(x, t) is displacement as a function of time and
distance, the overbar, · , denotes a spatial average, and
ξ is a distance in the x-location. For two-dimensional
plane waves, the SPAC function is expressed as

φ(ξ, η, t) ≡ u(x, y, t)u(x+ ξ, y + η, t), (8)

where y is another dimension and η is an offset in that
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dimension. In polar coordinates, and assuming that the
wave is not polarized and travels at a single speed, the
SPAC function defined by Aki (1965) is

φ(r, λ) = u(x, y, t)u(x+ r cosλ, y + r sinλ, t). (9)

Taking the azimuthal average, he obtained

φ(r, λ) =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
φ(r, λ) dλ. (10)

Aki (1957) proposed that computing the correlation
function of ground motion between seismometers in this
manner could enable estimation of the Green functions
and dispersion curves for Rayleigh and Love surface
waves. The utility of SPAC for this purpose is demon-
strated by the relationship between the azimuthal average
of the SPAC function and the time spectral density, Φ(ω),
obtained using a Hankel transform of φ(r):

Φ(ω) =
πω

c2

∫ ∞
0

φ(r)J0

(ω
c
r
)
r dr (11)

φ(r) =
1

π

∫ ∞
0

Φ(ω)J0

(ω
c
r
)

dω, (12)

where ω is frequency, c is wave velocity, and J0 is
the zero-order Bessel function. (The zero-order Bessel
function is defined as the solution to the equation
x2 d2y

dx2 + xdy
dx + x2y = 0, which can be expressed in the

form J0 = 1
π

∫∞
0 cos (−x sin t) dt.) Allowing the two-

dimensional wave to be polarized, the velocity distribution
function, p(ω0,c)

P (ω0)
, is expressed as

p(ω0, c)

P (ω0)
=
ω0

c3

∫ ∞
0

ρ(r, ω0)J0

(
ω0

c(ω0)
r

)
r dr, (13)

where ρ is the autocorrelation coefficient. Surface wave
dispersion curves, which depict the degree of observed
amplitude reduction as a function of frequency, are used
to infer the near-surface elastic properties of a medium,
including the S-wave velocity profile.

Aki (1969) and Aki and Chouet (1975) subsequently
showed that the seismic coda contains the signal of both
surface and body waves backscattered by heterogeneities
along their path. As they noted, an implication is that
the coda waves contain data that can be used to find
the earthquake source spectra. More relevant for the
present purposes, however, is that the coda waves might
reveal characteristics of the path and, hence, subsurface

structure. Not only does the coda wave help reveal
the shallow velocity structure through use of dispersion
curves, backscattering itself makes possible VSM because
scattering causes waves to pass through multiple paths
that connect clusters of earthquakes to a single receiver
(or single earthquakes to an array of receivers). This helps
illuminate areas of interest by dramatically increasing the
waves that reach a receiver from an area.

Years later, Spudich and Bostwick (1987) showed
that seismograms recorded at a single receiver from a
cluster of earthquakes can be used to turn the earthquakes
into a virtual array of seismometers using plane-wave
decomposition. Using single-seismometer observations
from aftershocks of the 1984 Morgan Hill, California,
earthquake, Spudich and Bostwick (1987) confirmed
the theoretical claim that the positions of sources and
receivers are interchangeable. They also showed that,
by treating an earthquake cluster as a virtual array,
they could determine the general locations and density
of scatterers, as well as the initial wave propagation
directions. Nevertheless, the methods they employed are
different from seismic interferometry because they did
not involve crosscorrelation and similar techniques.

Their achievement was based upon the principle of
Green function reciprocity, which is similar to seismic
reciprocity but more specifically states that the Green
function (impulse response) will be the same for waves
passing from source location to receiver location as from
receiver to source. The principle is expressed as

Gij (x, t;x0, 0) = Gji (x0, t;x, 0) , (14)

an equation given by Spudich and Bostwick (1987) after
Aki and Richards (1980), with symbols as in Equation 3
(see also Sato and Fehler, 2012). An important implication
of reciprocity for seismic interferometry is that it enables
the use of time reversal for seismological applications.
The principle time reversal implies that it is irrelevant
whether we consider wave propagation moving forward
or backward in time or, hence, from source to receiver
and vice versa, assuming that the medium is lossless
(Fink et al., 2000; Fink and Prada, 2001; Bakulin and
Calvert, 2006). The use of time reversal is valid because
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the seismic wave equation (e.g., Shearer, 2009),

∂2u

∂t2
= c2

∂2u

∂x2
, (15)

has the same solution if t is positive or negative: u(x, t) =

f(x± ct) or u(x,−t) = f(x± ct).

Cassereau and Fink (1992, 1993) later formulated a
time-reversed wavefield based upon a two-step conceptual
procedure involving a primary wave source and mirrors
at the boundaries of the medium that act as a secondary
source. In the first step, the primary source emits a signal
(in the case of their study, the signal is a pressure pulse)
that is detected at all points on the mirrors. In the second
step, the primary source is removed immediately after
transmitting the signal, and the mirrors become secondary
sources, transmitting the time-reversed pressure signal
(both monopole and dipole) that they detected at each
point earlier back into the medium. The authors’ equation
for the time-reversed pressure field observed at a given
location x and time t, and expressed for convenience
in the notation of Curtis et al., 2009 (coordinate system
notation slightly modified from above), is

PTR (x, t) =

∮
S

1

ρ

[
G
(
x, t|x′

)
?∇′P

(
x′,−t

)
− P

(
x′,−t

)
?∇′G

(
x, t|x′

)]
· n dx′,

(16)

with P (x′,−t) the time-reversed pressure field,
∇′P (x′,−t) the gradient of the time-reversed pressure
field, S the boundary (as in Figure 1), t the time since
the signal was radiated from the boundary, G (x, t|x′)
the Green function in the medium (in their case, an
acoustic medium), ∇′G (x, t|x′) the gradient of the Green
function, x′ referring to a location that is the mirror
of x across the boundary, ρ the medium density, n the
normal to the boundary, and ? here represents convolution
(similar in practice to crosscorrelation). This derivation
became useful for seismic interferometry, and especially
for VSM, because it provides a rigorous way to treat
virtual sources located at the boundaries of a complex,
three-dimensional medium, which is an obvious analogue
to seismological observations made at the surface of the
Earth. This formulation will be applied when presenting
the theoretical framework for VSM in Section III-C1.

B. Seismic interferometry: The foundation for virtual
seismometers

The term seismic interferometry, which was coined
by Schuster (2001), has traditionally involved the use of
crosscorrelation of seismograms obtained at different re-
ceivers to estimate path and source properties—especially
the Green functions—between the receivers and, hence,
to construct virtual sources (Wapenaar et al., 2010).
A virtual source is the location of a receiver that
crosscorrelation permits imagining as a source (Schuster,
2001; Bakulin and Calvert, 2004, 2006; Wapenaar et al.,
2010). Using this approach, it is possible to determine the
seismic trace that would be observed at another receiver
due to waves transmitted from the virtual source.

The crosscorrelation function at the heart of seismic
interferometry computes the coherence, or similarity,
between multiple signals. Crosscorrelation finds the
difference in travel time of recorded arrivals from the
same source(s) at different receivers (Curtis et al., 2006).
The resulting crosscorrelelogram, C, is expressed by

C (τ) ≡
∫ T

0
p2(t+ τ)p1(t) dt, (17)

where t is time, T is integration time window, and τ is a
time offset (Snieder, 2004). The wavefields at receivers
1 and 2 are given by p1 and p2, respectively, with

p1,2(t) =
∑
s

Ss

(
t− r

(2)
1,2

c

)
r
(s)
1,2

, (18)

where Ss is the signal S emitted from scatterer number
s and r1,2 represents the distance from a given scatterer
to receivers 1 and 2, respectively. Plugging Equation 18
into Equation 17, we find an expanded expression for the
crosscorrelelogram of signals from two receivers:

C(τ) =
∑
s,s′

∫ T

0
Ss(t)Ss(t+ τ) dt, (19)

where
∑

s,s′ is the double sum over all scatterers.

The crosscorrelelogram derived from seismic traces
from two nearby receivers produces the ballistic Green
function between the receivers, even though energy from
neither trace may have actually traveled ballistically from
one point to the other (e.g., Lobkis and Weaver, 2001;
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Weaver and Lobkis, 2001; Campillo and Paul, 2003;
Derode et al., 2003; Roux and Fink, 2003; Wapenaar,
2004; Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006). Snieder (2004)
confirmed this relationship mathematically by deriving
an expression for the crosscorrelelogram of scalar waves
in three dimensions:

C (ω) = 8π2
∣∣∣S (ω)2

∣∣∣ ( c
iω

)
×
(
− e

ikR

4πR

∫ 0

−∞
n dx− e−ikR

4πR

∫ 0

−∞
n dx

)
,

(20)

where n is the scatterer density, k is the wavenumber,
and R is the distance between receivers 1 and 2. The
Green function for waves propagating from receiver 1 to
receiver 2 (the retarded Green function) is given by the
term − eikR

4πR , and the Green function that arises from waves
propagating from receiver 2 to receiver 1 (the advanced
Green function) is given by − e−ikR

4πR . This relationship
can be simplified by assuming a constant n and resolving
the integrals, leaving

C (ω) = 8π2|S (ω) |2
(
ncL

iω

)
×

(
−e

ikRe−
R

2L

4πR
− e−ikRe−

R

2L

4πR

)
,

(21)

where L is the attenuation length in the medium, and
the two terms inside the last set of brackets represent the
retarded and advanced Green functions, respectively.

For surface waves in a three-dimensional elastic
medium, Snieder (2004) showed a somewhat different
relationship (here in indicial notation):

Cij (ω) = π
∑
m

|Sm (ω)|2ncmLm

×
{
Gmij (r2, r1)

iω
+
Gmij (r1, r2)

iω

}
,

(22)

where cm and Lm are the wave speed and attenuation
length, respectively, of surface mode m. The total, far-
field, surface-wave Green function, Gij , is the sum of
the surface-wave Green functions of all modes, as in
Gij (r, r0) =

∑
mG

m
ij (r, r0), where

Gmij (r, r0) = pmi (z, φ)pm∗j (z0, φ)
ei(kmR+π

4 )√
π
2kmR

, (23)

and where z is the depth within a layered medium, z0 is
the reference depth, and φ is the azimuth between unit
vector points r and r0 for transversely polarized waves.

The use of crosscorrelation to generate the signals
that would be transmitted by virtual sources gained
wide appeal and utility after Campillo and Paul (2003)
demonstrated using real data that “noise” within the coda
contains coherent signal that can be used to describe
the elastic properties of the medium between receivers,
including obtaining the surface wave Green function.
With sufficient azimuthal coverage of earthquakes around
the receivers, crosscorrelation of the coda signal observed
at each sensor can yield the seismogram that would be
expected at one receiver if a second receiver were instead
an earthquake. This technique of crosscorrelating signals
obtained at two receivers to obtain the Green function
describing the response that would be detected at one
receiver from an impulse generated at the other falls
within the realm of passive imaging because it does not
require that an actual signal be emitted from the virtual
source location. Most seismic interferometry conducted
thus far has made use of data contained within surface
waves, rather than body waves (Curtis et al., 2009).

Since 2003, passive imaging using seismic interferome-
try on the ASF has been employed extensively to estimate
subsurface characteristics, and numerous methodological
improvements have been made, as summarized by Curtis
et al. (2006). For example, Snieder (2004) presented
a derivation for obtaining the Green function from
crosscorrelated coda waves that does not rely upon
an assumption that the normal modes of the system
experience equipartitioning and are uncorrelated. The
initial work by Campillo and Paul (2003) had made
the simplifying assumption that the Earth’s normal and
surface wave modes experience equipartitioning, meaning
that the energy field is distributed evenly in space,
in this case between different modes (Snieder et al.,
2010). It has been proposed that equipartitioning of
seismic wave energy can result from multiple scattering
in the subsurface (Hennino et al., 2001). However, the
assumption of equipartitioning for surface wave modes
is not strictly true because the fundamental (lowest
frequency) modes for both Love and Rayleigh surface
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waves usually contain more energy than the sum of all
of the higher modes (Snieder, 2004). In addition, Snieder
(2004) observed that the assumption of equipartitioning
of the Earth’s normal modes that was made by Campillo
and Paul (2003) was not valid in their case because they
used ground motion records with durations less than the
time needed for a P -wave to propagate once to the other
side of the Earth, and he provided theoretical solutions
to this problem in future work. Finally, early seismic
interferometry, including that of Snieder (2004), required
that the wavefield be fully diffuse. The reliance upon this
rigid assumption was relaxed by Wapenaar (2004), who
presented a method for obtaining the Green function
between receivers within any type of inhomegenous,
elastic medium using crosscorrelation, provided that the
receivers are both placed on a free surface (e.g., the
surface of the Earth).

Shortly after the seminal work by Campillo and Paul
(2003), Sabra et al. (2005) and Shapiro et al. (2005) used
the impulse response (Green function) from crosscorrela-
tions of microseisms and/or the ASF to conduct surface-
wave tomography between stations in southern California.
This early study showed that reasonable surface wave
velocities can be extracted from seismic interferometry
in an area where the rock types and their expected
seismic velocities are reasonably well known. Many
subsequent studies have conducted surface-wave ambient
noise tomography (ANT), including a wide-band (10–50
s) Rayleigh wave ANT study across nearly the whole of
Europe that enabled estimation of regional sedimentary
basin and crustal thicknesses, which the authors (Yang
et al., 2007) claimed represented a substantial improve-
ment upon traditional seismic tomography techniques.
Prieto et al. (2011) later demonstrated that seismic
interferometric methods can be used to estimate not only
the Green functions but also to extract information about
amplitudes of waves within the ambient seismic field,
which can reveal details about the subsurface attenuation
and amplification characteristics.

C. Virtual seismometers

One of the most consequential developments in the
field of seismic interferometry was the development

by Curtis et al. (2009) of the technique of virtual
seismometry (VSM), which is something of the reverse of
traditional passive imaging in that it permits estimation
of the Green function between two nearby earthquakes,
rather than two receivers (Figure 1). Similar to more
traditional methods of seismic interferometry that involve
constructing virtual sources, this technique removes the
effects of the source and receiver, permitting estimation
solely of the parameters of the ray path (Curtis et al.,
2009; Matzel et al., 2015, 2016). This technique is
enticing in part because it can enhance seismic imaging
studies, particularly where seismometer networks are
absent, such as in oceanic areas or in the subsurface.

1) Theory: VSM shares much of its theoretical back-
ground with traditional seismic interferometry, including
applying crosscorrelation (or convolution) to seismic
signals or noise. More specifically, Curtis et al. (2009)
based their theoretical explanation for VSM upon work by
Cassereau and Fink (1992, 1993), who used convolution
to relate the Green function of a medium to the time-
reversed pressure field (Equation 16). Curtis et al. (2009)
applied those authors’ conceptual model of a primary
source within a medium surrounded by sensors on the
exterior that also act as secondary sources that transmit
a time-reversed signal. Using this framework, together
with equations derived by Wapenaar (2004), Wapenaar
and Fokkema (2006), and van Manen et al. (2005, 2006),
Curtis et al. (2009) found the following expression for the
Green function (and its time-reverse equivalent) between
a source x1 and an observation point x2:

G (x2, t|x1)−G (x2,−t|x1)

=

∮
S

1

ρ

[
G
(
x2, t|x′

)
∗ ∇′G

(
x′,−t|x1

)
−

∇′ G
(
x2, t|x′

)
∗G

(
x′,−t|x1

)]
· n dx′.

(24)

Here, Gij (x1, t|x′) refers to the Green function at
position x1 given a source at position x′. The i index
describes the spatial component of particle displacement
at the x1 location, and the j index describes the spatial
component of a unidirectional point source applied at the
source location x′. As before, x′ is a location that is the
mirror of x with respect to the medium boundaries.

Invoking source-receiver reciprocity, G (x′, t|x1) =
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G (x1, t|x′), Curtis et al. (2009) slightly modified the
preceding equation such that it relies only upon sources
on the boundary of the medium, which permits estimation
of the Green function between points x1 and x2:

G (x2, t|x1)−G (x2,−t|x1)

=

∮
S

1

ρ

[
G
(
x2, t|x′

)
∗ ∇′G

(
x1,−t|x′

)
−

∇′ G
(
x2, t|x′

)
∗G

(
x1,−t|x′

)]
· n dx′.

(25)

Following van Manen et al. (2005, 2006, 2007), Curtis
et al. (2009) then converted Equation 25 (heretofore given
for an acoustic medium) into an elastic formulation:

G (x2,−t|x1)−G (x2, t|x1)

=

∮
S

[
Gin

(
x2, t|x′

)
∗ njcnjkl∂′kGml

(
x1,−t|x′

)
−

njcnjkl∂
′
k Gil

(
x2, t|x′

)
∗Gmn

(
x1,−t|x′

)]
dx′,

(26)

with cijkl the elastic stiffness tensor, ni the components
of the normal vector to the boundary S, Gij (x1, t|x′) the
Green tensor defined with i indicating the component of
particle displacement given a point source oriented in the
j direction, and ∂k representing the partial derivative
in the k direction. This equation relates to impulses
generated at location x′, which is located on the surface
S, and measured at points x1 and x2 (as in Figure 1).
The signals are conceptualized as unidirectional impulses
fired in each of the three directions j. Using Green
function reciprocity and this formulation, Curtis et al.
(2009) presented the following equation to find the Green
function directly:

Gimh (x2, t|x1)

= −
∮
S

[
G̃ni

(
x′, t|x2

)
∗ njcnjkl∂′kG̃lm

(
x′,−t|x1

)
−

njcnjkl∂
′
kG̃li

(
x′, t|x2

)
∗ G̃mn

(
x′,−t|x1

)]
dx′.

(27)

Converting from time to frequency, they obtained

Ghim (x2|x1)

= −
∮
S

[
G̃ni

(
x′|x2

)
∗ njcnjkl∂′kG̃lm

(
x′|x1

)
−

njcnjkl∂
′
kG̃li

(
x′|x2

)
∗ G̃mn

(
x′|x1

)]
dx′,

(28)

where Ghim (x2|x1) = Gim (x2|x1)−G∗im (x2|x1) is the
homogeneous Green function between the two sources, x1

and x2, and where the ∗ superscript denotes the complex
conjugate. The right-hand side of this latter equation
prescribes crosscorrelation in the time domain. Overall,
as noted by Curtis et al. (2009), this equation permits
estimating the signal that would have been recorded at
location x2 if it were instead a receiver.

Although Equation 28 applies to the elastic case (which
requires input from three unidirectional impulses), Curtis
et al. (2009) also provided an analogous equation for the
acoustic case, which is excluded here for brevity. Despite
its value, Equation 28 is not presented in a format that
honors source signatures W1(ω) and W2(ω), which might
be produced from sources x1 and x2, respectively. The
Green functions resulting from these source profiles is
equal to the homogeneous Green function convolved with
the crosscorrelation of the two source signatures:

W2W
∗
1G

h
im (x2|x1)

= −
∮
S

[
G̃ni

(
x′|x2

)
njcnjkl∂

′
kG̃lm

(
x′|x1

)
−

njcnjkl∂
′
kG̃li

(
x′|x2

)
G̃mn

(
x′|x1

)]
dx′.

(29)

Although this expression is given in terms of source
signatures, it is not in the form of moment tensors, making
rendering it difficult to use for natural earthquakes. This
is remedied by modifying the previous equation to

M2
ipM

1
mqG

h
im (x2|x1)

=

∫
S

[
M2
ip∂pG̃ni

(
x′|x2

)
njcnjkl∂

′
kG̃
∗
lm

(
x′|x1

)
−

njcnjkl∂
′
kM

2
ip∂pG̃li

(
x′|x2

)
M1
mq∂qG̃

∗
nm

(
x′|x1

)]
dx′,

(30)

where M1 and M2 are the moment tensors from earth-
quakes located at x1 and x2, respectively. In addition, the
term njcnjkl∂

′
kM

1
mq∂qG̃lm (x′x1) is equal to Tn (x′|x1),

the nth orientation component of traction. Substituting,
we obtain

M2
ipM

1
mqG

h
im (x2|x1)

=

∫
S

[
un
(
x′|x2

)
· T ∗n

(
x′|x1

)
−

Tn
(
x′|x2

)
· u∗n

(
x′|x1

)]
dx′.

(31)
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These derivations show that the virtual seismometer
actually measures strain, which provides this technique
with certain advantages that will be discussed below.
However, for compatibility with the record produced
from a conventional particle-displacement seismometer,
the authors convert the previous equation into terms of
particle displacement (u) and velocity (u̇), removing terms
of traction, Tn:

M2
ipM

1
mq∂p∂

′
qG

h
im (x2|x1)

= ikω

∫
s
un
(
x′|x2

)
u∗n
(
x′|x1

)
dx′,

(32)

where K is a constant.

The final expression for the moment tensor-modified
Green function, as obtained from input velocity seismo-
grams and expressed in indicial notation, is

M2
ipM

1
mq∂p∂

′
qG

h
im (x2|x1)

= −K
iω

∫
s
u̇n
(
x′|x2

)
u̇∗n
(
x′|x1

)
dx′.

(33)

2) Steps to build a virtual seismometer: On the basis
of the preceding theoretical discussion, several steps
are followed to create a “virtual seismometer,” which
resemble the steps needed to conduct traditional seismic
interferometry. First, time-series seismic data are obtained
for two or more earthquakes in an area. Data can be
downloaded from sources such as the Wilber 3 web
service (Newman et al., 2013) provided by the Incor-
porated Research Institutes for Seismology (IRIS), and
imported locally using software including Standing Order
for Data, SOD (Owens et al., 2004). It is also necessary to
identify pairs of earthquakes from the selected dataset that
roughly form a straight line to a receiver, as illustrated
in Figure 1c. This is because the region of constructive
interference associated with the signal observed at two
receivers due to an arrival from a given scatterer lies
in the line connecting the two receivers (Snieder, 2004).
Consequently, Curtis et al. (2009) noted that the Green
function between two virtual seismometers (x1 and x2)
can only be determined in a cone-shaped zone around the
outward extension of the line connecting those two events
(Figure 1c). Seismic waveforms containing both one and
three components have been successfully applied to this
technique (e.g., Curtis et al., 2009). Next, these data are

filtered using software such as the Seismic Analysis Code,
SAC, a command-line toolbox for seismological signal
processing and analysis of time-series data (Goldstein
et al., 2003; Helffrich et al., 2013). In the case of the
original study by Curtis et al. (2009), the seismic data
were bandpass filtered to include only the 15–33 s period
range. The authors provide no other information about
their filtering choices but, presumably, the signals were
filtered to deconvolve instrument responses. Subsequently,
the waveforms detected for each pair of events (x1

and x2) at the aligned detector are crosscorrelated. In
practice, crosscorellation and other standard seismological
techniques can be efficiently conducted using software
such as msNoise, a Python-based application that provides
tools for conducting seismic interferometry and is tailored
to the use of the ASF (Lecocq et al., 2014). Within
the msNoise software, the crosscorrelelograms are then
stacked (summed) between each pair of events and, finally,
the Green functions are found to describe the impulse
response between event pairs.

3) Applications and uses of VSM: VSM is only
eight years old and has not found a large array of
applications in practical imaging studies. The article by
Curtis et al. (2009) has been cited approximately 80
times, according to metrics by Google Scholar, and most
of these citations appear to be for seismic interferometry
methods development papers. However, the applications
of this technique outside strict methods development have
been diverse, ranging from imaging the subduction zone
interface to obtaining moment tensors of microseismic
events. As noted previously, a key advantage of this
method over previous seismological techniques is that it
enables extraction of source and path parameters from
areas that might previously have escaped interest due to
their large distances from seismic observation networks.

In their original paper, Curtis et al. (2009) provided
a sample application of their new technique by creating
virtual seismometers in the Alaskan subduction zone
and beneath the western USA (Figure 2). Each pair of
earthquakes used to construct the virtual seismometer was
observed by a handful of real seismometers distributed
in a cone shape surrounding the extension of the line
connecting the earthquakes. The authors used each virtual
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Fig. 2: Map of the stations and earthquake locations used by Curtis
et al. (2009) for constructing virtual seismometers. Blue triangles are
seismometers used for the interferometry, red stars are earthquakes,
yellow triangles are seismometers located near the earthquakes that
were used to validate the virtual seismic traces, and solid black lines
bound regions of receivers used to construct virtual seismometers for
each earthquake pair. Black dashed lines connect pairs of earthquakes
used to construct virtual seismometers (earthquakes 3 and 4).

seismometer to estimate the seismic response (not simply
the Green function) that would have been recorded
at its location had it been a seismometer observing
the other earthquake in its pair. This was shown for
both a strike-slip and a normal faulting source. For
validation purposes, they compared the virtual signal for
the observed earthquake with the real response measured
by a seismometer located close to the virtual seismometer.
In an additional test, the authors used the signal from the
2008 Sichuan, China, earthquake that reached their study
locations in the western USA and near Alaska. They
compared the results obtained from real seismometers
to the signal that would be detected if nearby virtual
seismometers recorded the Sichuan earthquake, and they
found a reasonably good match in both cases.

Matzel et al. (2014, 2015, 2016) and Morency and
Matzel (2017) applied VSM to microseismic data from
enhanced geothermal systems, including to monitoring

for induced seismic hazards. The studies by Matzel
et al. (2014, 2015) constructed virtual seismometers from
events within a microseismic cloud to improve informa-
tion about the size, location, and source characteristics of
the events, including their temporal evolution. Morency
and Matzel (2017) were able to use this technique to
conduct moment tensor inversion on microseismic events
located within a region near the Newberry Volcano, Ore-
gon, that experienced induced microseismicity due to fluid
injection for enhanced geothermal production. Taking
advantage of the observation that the crosscorrelated
signal of the wavefield from two earthquakes measured
at the surface is the product of a moment tensor with the
strain field resulting between the sources, they inverted
for the moment tensors themselves.

Intriguingly, Matzel et al. (2015) also conducted a
proof-of-concept study to characterize the Blanco oceanic
transform zone, a plate boundary located offshore Oregon,
USA. The authors obtained the Green function between
some 40 earthquakes and showed subtle differences
between the resulting Green function waveform and
what would have been obtained synthetically using the
University of Colorado, Boulder, 3D Earth Model. They
claimed that these differences arise from their study
having captured subtle structural characteristics of the
fault system.

Melo and Malcolm (2011) and Melo et al. (2012)
used VSM to improve microearthquake locations and
enhance local velocity models by comparing event
locations using travel-time estimates made from virtual
seismometers. Their travel-time estimates are derived
from Green functions between microearthquakes (one
source and one virtual seismometer) estimated using
VSM. These authors reported that their interferometric
event location comparison technique was successful and
superior in some aspects to techniques relying upon
traditional seismology and velocity models.

In novel studies, Liu et al. (2015, 2016) applied VSM

to the field of “seismic-while-drilling.” These authors
crosscorrelated drill-bit noise from different locations
within a wellbore, a technique that has been applied by
others in recent years to estimate path parameters in
an oil and gas setting. This technique benefits from the
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Fig. 3: Schematic maps given by Curtis and Halliday (2010) to
illustrate geometries of (virtual) sources and (virtual) receivers that
can be employed by their method of source-receiver interferometry.
Triangles are receivers and stars are sources. In three dimensions, the
lines labeled S and S′ would be closed surfaces.

drill bit being a seismic energy source whose location
is known exactly and is close to the medium of interest.
Seismic-while-drilling, including the studies by by Liu
et al. (2015, 2016), requires making assumptions or
estimates of the drill-bit noise signature. In the new
applications by Liu and colleagues, the drill-bit noise was
converted to a set of virtual seismometers, which enabled
them to obtain virtual reflection images of parts of the
medium beneath the borehole. The authors redatumed the
retrieved reflections to the known borehole depth using
interferometric methods, which enabled them to avoid
having to rely upon an uncertain velocity model of the
overlying strata to obtain depths of the imaged reflections
below. Their work showed a substantially improved image
of reflections immediately below the borehole.

Most notably, the development of VSM has assisted
with the marked advance in seismic interferometry tech-
niques of the past several years. Just one year after Curtis
et al. (2009) published their paper on VSM, Curtis and
Halliday (2010) built upon the technique of VSM (which
they referred to as inter-source interferometry [Figure
1a], as opposed to the more traditional inter-receiver
interferometry [Figure 1c]) to develop a third form of
seismic interferometry that they dubbed source-receiver
interferometry (Figure 3). In the latter method, Green
functions and seismograms can be estimated between
a (virtual) source and a (virtual) receiver, rather than
simply between sources or receivers. The derivations
used to develop source-receiver interferometry united
the various interferometric methods that relied upon
crosscorrelation and convolution into a single theoretical

framework that provided practitioners with the ability to
draw from the power of both related techniques. Source-
receiver interferometry markedly expanded the practical
applications of seismic interferometry sensu lato because
it allowed for the use of much more varied source-receiver
geometries. Previously, inter-source interferometry relied
upon a (loose in practice) requirement that sources
completely surrounded the medium under study (Figure
1c), although this requirement could be relaxed in numer-
ous ways, including in the presence of many scatterers
that help to better illuminate the medium, and in the
event of a free surface along the boundary, as described
above (see Lobkis and Weaver, 2001; Curtis et al., 2006;
Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006; Poliannikov, 2011). Even
as it provided new capabilities for interrogating the
paths between sources and/or receivers, source-receiver
interferometry added its own geometric requirements,
namely that both a shell of receivers and of sources bound
the medium under study (Figure 3), although these shells
can be composed of two-dimensional rings of sources
and receivers placed at the Earth’s surface. Recognizing
geometric limitations for illuminating structures in certain
locations during interferometric reflection imaging studies,
Poliannikov (2011) provided enhancements that allowed
redatuming a structure from areas of low-illumination to
areas of high illumination within a medium, even when
the ideal source or receiver geometries for source-receiver
interferometry are not fully met.

Poliannikov et al. (2012) took advantage of the recent
developments within all three branches of seismic inter-
ferometry to image the top of a subducting slab using
earthquakes occurring there. These authors estimated the
Green function between pairs of earthquakes occurring
near the difficult-to-image subduction interface using a
multi-step method: First, they applied classical (inter-
receiver) interferometry to conceptualize (redatum) earth-
quakes occurring within the subduction zone as being
virtual sources at the surface, occurring near the recording
array. In the process of redatuming the subduction
zone earthquakes, their method also redatumed multiples
associated with the interface itself up to the surface.
In the second step, the authors applied source-receiver
interferometry to redatum these surface reflections back
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into the subduction zone, hence providing something
like a reflection image of the interface. Although not a
strict use of VSM, this application illustrates the ways
that the method has launched conceptual and practical
advancements that have broadened the use of seismic
interferometry. Following the development of the related
technique of source-receiver interferometry (Curtis and
Halliday, 2010), studies have often applied VSM in concert
with other forms of seismic interferometry. Most likely,
the broader field of seismic interferometry will advance
through the routine use of a combination of the three
related methods, rather than strict reliance of one type.

IV. CONCLUSIONS: THE PROMISE OF VIRTUAL

SEISMOMETERS

VSM is new, and its broad applicability within and
beyond seismology virtually ensures that many important
contributions will arise from it in the coming years.
Above, I have presented several ways in which the tech-
nique has already been applied to geoscience questions.
However, this method has thus far received much more
interest in the context of seismic interferometry methods
development than in terms of practical applications. Given
its considerable potential to illuminate source and path
parameters, including in areas with limited seismometer
coverage or in cases of microseismicity, its most fruitful
applications may prove to be in:

1) Unconventional oil and gas reservoirs and en-
hanced geothermal fields. As Matzel et al.
(2014, 2015, 2016) have shown, VSM can reveal the
change in source mechanisms over time and can
help illuminate faults from within the microseismic
cloud in geothermal fields. These same capabilities
can be applied to unconventional oil and gas
settings.

2) Areas experiencing triggered seismicity. The capac-
ity of this method to virtually place a seismometer
within a cloud of seismicity provides somewhat
unique capabilities for the study of induced and
triggered seismicity. First, the sensitivity of this
method to the source mechanism could allow rapid
determination of the moment tensors of active
seismicity, which could reveal the orientations of

active faults around which injection should be
avoided in the ambient seismic field (see, e.g.,
Lund Snee and Zoback, 2016; Walsh and Zoback,
2016). In addition, this technique might improve
catalogue completeness for small earthquakes and
provide better earthquake locations, which could
reveal aligned groups of events that define active
faults. Schoenball and Ellsworth (2017) recently
demonstrated the merits of using event relocations
for identifying fault planes in areas experiencing
induced seismicity. These authors employed con-
ventional seismology techniques codified in the
HYPOINVERSE-2000 (Klein, 2014) and hypoDD
(Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000) software. Melo
and Malcolm (2011) and Melo et al. (2012) demon-
strated that VSM might further enhance efforts to
relocate seismicity and to identify small faults not
detected using conventional methods, particularly
in areas with few seismometers or with small
earthquakes (Matzel et al., 2014, 2015).

3) Seismic imaging of remote areas, including beneath
oceans. One of the main advantages of VSM is that
it may enable estimation of the Green function and
source parameters in areas far from seismometer
arrays, but where earthquakes have occurred of
sufficient magnitude to be detected at distant
arrays. Hence, this method may could provide new
capabilities for characterizing seismically active but
poorly imaged areas such as mid-ocean ridges and
transform zones.

In addition to these specific applications, the method
has capabilities that could help advance numerous other
types of inquiry. The results of VSM are especially
sensitive to source parameters and the structure of
the source region, which provides an opportunity to
interrogate fault zones far from seismometers (Matzel
et al., 2016). An additional advantage of this method is
that its formulation is sensitive to the subsurface strain
field (Curtis et al., 2009). Hence, this technique may prove
to be useful for observing and predicting stress triggering
from earthquakes and other stress-strain interactions. VSM,
together with the related technique of source-receiver
interferometry, is a topic of great potential utility for
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geoscientists of many types. Unfortunately, these methods
have not yet been used by many practitioners outside the
community of seismologists engaged in development of
interferometric methods. The somewhat slow adoption of
these tools may be a consequence of their newness and the
rapid continued development of seismic interferometry,
which together may contribute to a scarcity of tools
of practical and easy use by non-specialists. Hence,
VSM and other emerging forms of seismic interferometry
require the development of software programs, proof-of-
concept papers, and tutorials that are readily accessible
by geoscientists who could put the techniques to work
in novel applications.
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